North views of this panoramic paradise show the home almost
floating near the water’s edge.

Panoramic Paradise

A Minnesota lake home on a peninsula is designed by the water’s edge.
By Wanda Perkins | PHOTOgraphy COURTeSY OF philip MULLER PHOTOGRAPHY
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here is nothing quite like the calming effect that sitting near the water’s edge has as the
water ebbs and flows over pebbles and rocks. Reflective and peaceful, a home built by the water
has an individuality and value beyond measure.
The success behind designing and building an exquisite lake home on Lake Minnetonka, with
its complexities, requirements and challenges, is a testament of intellectual foresight and the
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The master bedroom with a private
balcony on the northeast view of this
charming English Tudor also highlights
the unique, island-like setting.

A spacious great room has a rustic stone fireplace,
welcoming French doors and plaster walls.

An impressive open kitchen features high-end
appliances, a square iron island and iron chandelier
and leaded glass cabinetry.

gifted architectural direction of Jeff Murphy,
owner and lead designer of Murphy & Co.
Design in Buffalo, Minnesota. Appropriately
called “Tudor on the Point,” the 5,020-squarefoot home features four bedrooms and threeand-a-half baths and boasts 260-degree lake
views.
With such amazing views, the owners
desired to see the lake from almost every
interior room. This was accomplished by
designing a floor plan that revolved around a
peninsula.
“This Lake Minnetonka lot was quite
unique, especially with it being a peninsula,”
recalls Murphy. “Zoning requirements
relating to setbacks and hard surface made
the building process especially challenging,
as we needed many variances from the city.
In the end, we actually reduced hard surface
area from the home that was previously on
the site. Various curves and angles within the
floor plan and exterior design all had to work
harmoniously together.”
Equally challenging for Murphy and
contractor Thomas Bren of Thomas Bren

Homes was implementing steep rooflines
characteristic of the English Tudor style. “We
were very sensitive to neighboring homes
and needed to keep rooflines low,” Murphy
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This iron chandelier makes a dramatic statement
as it hangs below overhead beams and above a
floating stairway with iron railings.

reflects. “This was achieved by designing the
exteriors and second-floor spaces with a more
‘old school’ hand-framed roof structure. This
allowed us to create intimate spaces.”
Murphy initially began incorporating the
homeowners’ wish list by hand sketching
designs of first-floor possibilities. These rough
hand sketches were reviewed with the owners
and Bren, and from there, Murphy designed
the roof plan and the second-floor spaces.
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The stunning white oak coffered ceiling, hand-carved
limestone fireplace, wall sconce lighting and perimeter
book shelving makes this library extra grand!
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A photo of a guest bedroom highlights a
beautiful tray ceiling, wonderful lighting and a
spectacular view.

An attractive exterior facade of stone,
stucco and timbers was implemented on the
English Tudor home. Other features include
private balconies, a winding brick entry path
with gas lanterns and an outdoor fireplace,
barbecue and dining area.
Once inside, an entry hall with a floating
stairway and an iron candle chandelier
invite guests to astounding lake views.
Welcoming, interior spaces were designed to
the homeowners’ preference by Willis Watts
Interiors, Atlanta, Georgia.
Each room is complemented by attention
to detail and design. The great room’s stone
fireplace and plaster walls, the library’s handcarved limestone fireplace and circular white
oak coffered ceiling, the master bath’s modern
white-on-white design, and the kitchen’s
architectural pillars, leaded glass cabinets
and square iron island all demonstrate
absolutely masterful craftsmanship.
Murphy attributes his architectural talent
to the masters of style from centuries ago
who set the foundation for architectural
style. “It’s our job to reinterpret that style into
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something new and interesting that works
for a family as well as a site,” he continues.
“My main inspiration comes from travels,
historical architectural books and daily
studying of buildings.”
His company’s vision statement—“to
create a dream home of exemplary design
and quality with the utmost client delight”—
is a true testament to the clients he has had
the pleasure to work with and the joy and
satisfaction that comes from accomplishing
their home dreams. “We are always striving
to be the best, both for our clients and for
ourselves,” Murphy adds. “It’s our goal to have
the houses we design be around many years
from now. We love seeing design come to life
and walking through those designed spaces.
It’s a great compliment when a client says, ‘I
would not change a thing,’ or when others ask
if a new home was actually a renovation of an
older home.”
With current projects in five states, an
upcoming client in Ireland and the possibility
of opening a second office in Minneapolis,
Murphy & Co. Design is looking forward
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to the future and continuing to keep their
clients and team happy and excited.
Residential Design: Murphy & Co. Design;
General Contractor: Thomas Bren Homes;
Landscape Architecture: Brian Butterfield;
Interior Design: Willis Watts, Atlanta, Georgia;
Photography: Phillip Mueller Photography

An adjoining guest bath is sure to
welcome guests in style with dual vanities
and fanciful design details.

Pictured is Jeff Murphy, owner and lead
designer at Murphy and Co. Design, the
visionary behind this panoramic beauty.
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